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AGING IS A PROBLEM EVERYWHERE

v Device aging 
causes chip 
failure 

VD 

ID fresh after long
operation
or stress



WHY RELIABILITY SIMULATION?

v Aggressive device scaling has resulted in a smaller window 
for error 

v Complex system leading to lower tolerant to individual 
component performance degradation 

v Margin’s have to be design-in during the design phase to 
ensure proper functionality over guaranteed period of 
operation 

v An incorrect estimation may lead to over-design that sacrifice 
the performance  

v Exhaustive Lifetime Simulation is required but very difficult to 
perform 



RELIABILITY SIMULATION APPROACH

v Similar to the BERT approach 
developed around 1990’s 

v Performed by add-on post-
processing modules 

v Using short term 
simulation with fresh 
device data to project 
long term degradation 

https://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Verification/AMSVerification/CircuitSimulation/HSPICE/Documents/mosra-wp.pdf 



ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

v Static data extraction does 
not fit the theory 

v Degradation rate deviates 
from the general power-law 
time-function prediction 

v Static data extraction cannot 
handle dynamic behavior  

* Z. Chen et al., IEEE EDL 21(1), pp. 24-26, 2000t	

Vin	 NBTI	



DEGRADATION PROJECTION
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v Short-term and long term 
degradation mechanism can 
be different 
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SINGLE STEP AGING SIMULATION
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module 

Output 

New modules needed: 
•  the “age” of each device 

instant is remembered 
•  Degradable parameters 

become a function of age 
•  Dynamic aging accumulation 
•  Adaptive extrapolation 

v The reliability simulation loop is combined with the SPICE 
circuit simulation loop 

v More powerful, but faster and simpler simulation flow 

at any age in 
the life of the 

circuit 



INCLUDING PARAMETER UPDATE
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v The final current is used to project 
the parameter degradation 
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v  Including hot carrier Vth degradation 
model 



EFFECTS ON STATIC BIASING
v The reduced 

degradation over 
time can be 
handled without 
changing the 
power law 

v The traditional 
approach 
significantly over-
estimated the 
degradation 



RUN-TIME EXAMPLE
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Time evolution of current degradation 



DYNAMIC AGING ACCUMULATION
v A equivalent time point teq 

is used to start the aging 
condition 

v Steps: 

Ø First time point with 
ΔVth1(Δt) at Vstr1  

Ø change Vstr1 to Vstr2 at Δt 

Ø calculate equivalent 
start time (teq2) of ΔVth2 

Ø second period start at 
ΔVth2(teq2+Δt) at Vstr2 



DOWNWARD VOLTAGE STEPS
v  It is possible that at some 

high biasing point, the 
device has aged enough 
that no more aging occurs 
when switched to a lower 
voltage 

v The dynamic age 
accumulation algorithm 
keeps the present age 
without further degradation 
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NBTI EXAMPLE
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Data from J. Velamala, et al., IRPS 2013, p. CM.3.1.

v The dynamic aging 
accumulation approach is able 
to handle NBTI degradation 
with random switching 



PERFORMING LONG AGING SIMULATION
v How to simulate aging over long period of time, say 10 years? 

v Time Tracing method: 

Ø  physically extend the time axis to over 10 years 

Ø Most accurate but very time consuming 

v Direct projection: 

Ø Using a very short period of simulation and directly project 
results on the other end of the time axis based on certain 
projection function 

Ø Need to assume same short-term and long-term mechanisms 

Ø  Fast but only very crude projection 



ADAPTIVE PROJECTION METHOD
v Divide the aging period 

into Ncyc cycles 

v For the ith cycle, it 
consists of a time 
tracing period of tcyc 
and a project period of 
tcyc*2i 

v Example 

10 year simulation time 
is mapped to 1.08µsec 



EXAMPLE

v  It takes about two hours to perform the simulation with time 
tracing and only 10s with the adaptive projection method with 
minimal error 
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RING OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY

v The module has been implemented into a circuit simulator 
and it ready for trial 



MODULE RELEASE
v Through the i-MOS (interactive Modeling and Online Simulation) platform 

     http://i-mos.org/realcas 
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EXECUTION EXAMPLE



EXECUTION EXAMPLE

v Or you may construct 
the circuit using the   
i-MOS graphic editor   



EXECUTION EXAMPLE
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Output 
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EXECUTION EXAMPLE

v Circuit output 



EXECUTION EXAMPLE

v Time evolution 
of individual 
parameter 



SUMMARY
v By incorporating degradation model into a circuit model, it 

enable more powerful reliability simulations 

v The process faster, simpler, using less computer memory and 
able to track individual device 

v Better coupling between physical effects become possible (like 
include effects of self-heating to NBTI)  

v  It opens up many new possibilities for reliability simulation 

v Come and visit us @ http://i-mos.org
http://i-mos.org/realcas


